The Old Guard
Etherium color Red
“Old Guard?! Idiots. No one can live like that, neat little houses all in a row,
everybody the same. Give me chaos and freedom, give me…COOKIES! I
WANT SOME COOKIES! Frak I’m drunk…WHAT DID YOU SAY TO
ME?! *thud as head hits bar*
Frag Happy Reborn Slayer
The Old Guard live and operate out of The Vault, an immense, steel walled
complex deep within a mountain. The members of the Old Guard were once
politicians, soldiers, scientists, doctors and families of the Pre-war Earth
governments. They have grown up on the stories of what things were like
before the Horsemen came and they intend to see the Earth returned to it’s
former glory. They dream of beautiful houses in neat little rows, white picket

fences, groomed lawns and ice cream socials. Discipline and order are the
keys to the way they live their lives and they believe the keys to all human
survival. Everyone in The Vault contributes to the greater good.
The Old Guard rely on Alpha One, the Vault’s super computer, to provide
them with information and guidance. It runs their school system, assigns
children to their proper jobs based on standardized testing, and monitors
their plans to insure the most efficient use of personnel and resources. Alpha
One is enormous. Most of it’s immense mainframe is stored deep beneath
the Vault in a secure chamber, leaving only the interface terminals for
communication. Only authorized personnel are allowed access to the
interface terminals and gain knowledge from the glowing green lines of text
they display.
The Old guard strive to bring order back into a world filled with chaos and it
should come as no surprise that they have the military might to do it. They
see a world where everyone can live in safety and security as long as they
follow the rules. The military has the best training and equipment in the
world and their leaders have the will to use it. They are well supplied in all
areas save for one. The Vault was built by government contractors and due to
cost over runs, the water reclamation system is always in need of repair. The
Old Guard is ever vigilant for trades or equipment to bolster their water
supply.
If you enjoy 50’s style science fiction, military organization, or a certain
well known series of post apocalyptic video games, welcome to The Old
Guard.
“We are the descendants of the rightful leaders of humanity and make no
mistake, we will lead humanity again. We will carry mankind, kicking and
screaming if necessary, out of the darkness of chaos and into the shinning
light that is our future! …and woe to those that choose to stand in out way.”
President John Richards in his inaugural speech.

